MIC Kanagawa and medical interpretation

MIC Kanagawa (“Multi-Language Information Center Kanagawa” Nonprofit Organization) is based in Kanagawa Prefecture, south of Tokyo in Japan and its motto is “Breaking ‘walls of language barriers!’”. It aims at developing society by eliminating the problems in language and cultural differences so that everyone has the rights and be subjected to public services such as health care and living without fear. (mickanagawa.web.fc2.com/)

Established in April of 2000, receiving many awards and certified acknowledgements, MIC Kanagawa has cooperation agreements of interpreter dispatch activities with about 40 medical facilities in Kanagawa Prefecture today. The number of registered interpreters is 150 to 200, divided into 10 languages groups with Japanese as well as foreign residents or non-Japanese national people. Many of them have experience of immigrating or living in foreign countries but also there are Japanese people who never have such experience. Every member has another way of earning living besides being active with MIC Kanagawa. No one can make her/his living being a medical interpreter with MIC, even if tried simply because it would be impossible.

MIC Kanagawa dispatches spoken language interpreters into medical institutions such as the hospitals and clinics for the patients with LJP or limited Japanese proficiency, to be able to communicate with medical professionals such as the doctors, nurses, examiners, and pharmacists so that the PLJP (people with limited Japanese proficiency) could receive fair and accurate medical treatment. Although MIC Kanagawa sends the language interpreters to places where there is no relation with the medicine such as school meetings and international conferences. However, this paper talks only about the medical interpreters.

In general, the hospitals have various departments and visitors usually select and try seeing the doctor according to their symptoms. However there is no “Foreigners Department” made for PLJP so they would see the same medical professionals as other Japanese patients and the needs of medical interpretation can be found in interviews, inspections, treatments, drug prescriptions, even childbirth and surgeries, etc., of course. Hens without enough Japanese language skill, the PLJP would encounter with difficulties in communication with the medical professionals. In other words, the PLJP are not only unable to tell the doctor their symptoms but also unable to understand what
the doctor, nurses, or pharmacists say. Moreover they would find a difficulty to do a
simple task at their initial hospital visit requires, such as answering the questions or
filling out the questionnaire by writing down whether or not they have allergies against
certain medication, or indicating their past medical history and family history but their
struggle would not finish there then. It follows them whatever they may do and
wherever they may go within the hospital; for instance, they might have a hard time
finding where they should go and turn in the medical chart, finding out what kind of
examination is required, where they have to make payments, etc. From those examples
mentioned, it is clear that for any patient, the Japanese language ability is essential in
every process in order to receive the appropriate medical treatments. Hens a MIC
Kanagawa medical interpreter becomes the mouth and ears of the patient and at the
same time, the medical professional’s mouth and ears, which usually includes
interpretation work in the hospital and the pharmacy.

MIC Kanagawa’s medical interpreters are not the staff members of the hospitals or the
pharmacies therefore they do not receive salaries and travel expenses from the hospitals,
either. Even though they sometimes have to travel far away from their home and always
think of the time and cost of traveling. In spite of long, expensive traveling, they may
face a sudden cancelation or very difficult interpretation when they arrive at the site. A
long and expensive trip to the hospital on a stormy or snowry day could make it even
worse and if the patients did not show up, how would the interpreter feels? Difficult
interpretation jobs can be stressful to the medical interpreters as well. Such as letting a
patient know that her or his life on Earth has a very short time left or death
announcements could make the medical interpreters feel sad and helpless. In other times,
they might face the risks or potential danger of infection with deadly diseases or viruses
without noticing. In a manner of speaking, the medical interpreters require the following
three kinds of health; economic health, mental health, and physical health.

MIC Kanagawa’s 10 fundamental demands for readiness

On-site medical interpretation is supported by the members of NPOs (non-profit
organizations) with their personal volunteerism at the moment in Japan and the system
needs to be improved, yet the volunteers should not provide irresponsible in a
halfhearted way interpreting jobs. They should be sensible and have right attitude as the
medical interpreters, which are as important as the language skill. Every medical
interpreter of MIC Kanagawa has to follow the ten rules in order to stay as a trustworthy
NPO that the patients and medical professions can rely on. Here are the ten fundamental readiness demands for their work.

01) Accurate interpretation:
It is necessary for the medical interpreters to keep studying languages repeatedly for being able to do the accurate interpretation. Try to void free translation or guessing but interpret words and phrases meticulously as possible because some simple words might indicate principal keys for doctor to make a patients’ diagnosis. Unlike Japanese, it is more important to make subjects, verbs, adjectives, and tenses clear in English and perhaps some other languages. Taking notes is also essential at times and memorizing basic medical words is, of course, helpful though it is not enough as medical interpreters may encounter unknown disease names, strange medical words, or brand new phrases any time during their work. Then it is absolutely all right to use a dictionary. The medical interpreters can also request the doctors to repeat phrases, paraphrase, or speak in short sentences, to make it easier for them to maintain the accuracy of interpretation. Likewise they may want the patients to speak sentence by sentence instead of telling the doctors everything at once, which often happens. Then the interpreters should ask the patients to do so or interrupt their speech in the middle if it is necessary.

02) Acquiring the basic medical knowledge:
To be familiar with the basic human body system and the common diseases, reading newspaper articles and publications relating to the medical field would be a good idea though it is not necessarily important to memorize difficult medical terminology. Simply it helps the interpreters to do the job more smoothly if they knew more about the medical related matters.

03) Confidentiality of personal information:
Various kinds of problems of the patient’s life are mentioned or spoken in the dialogs between the doctor and the patient in the interview room at hospitals yet the interpreters must not tell any part of them to anyone else, except the medical professionals who are involved. The patients as well as the medical professionals could trust the interpreters by only making it sure that one’s privacy is strictly maintained or it would never leak out by the interpreters. Therefore the interpreters should be careful when they see the patients outside of the hospital or on the street, not to greet them casually or carelessly as they might not want to be seen with the interpreters outside. Moreover, the protection of confidentiality is not just talking about the patients’ but also all the medical
professionals’ and other workers’ in the institutions.

04) Making it easier for the patients to speak:
There might be times that the interpreters find out the patients’ occupations, visa statuses in Japan, or living situations by accident and the findings might not be pleasant. However, the interpreters should not show their uncomfortable feeling or disapproving thought against it in their attitude or on facial expressions. No matter what the findings turn out to be, all the feelings inside of the interpreters’ have to be hidden because the slightest negative action of the interpreters’ would stop the patients from opening up and talking. Being able to contact anyone with welcoming attitude is absolutely indispensable for the medical interpreters. Therefore in the interview room, the medical interpreters should make sure that the patients and the doctors can have their dialogs without difficulty by finding a spot where the interpreter stay without blocking their eye contacts. Avoiding wearing strong perfume or shocking looking clothes are also part of readiness for welcoming the patients.

05) Avoiding mixing the patients’ words and the interpreters’ opinions:
Fundamentally, speaking the patients’ ideas or opinions is not the interpreters’ job to begin with. Therefore the interpreters only have to interpret the words or the patients’ and the medical professionals’ unless there was a reason that the patients’ cultural backgrounds or customs, which may affect the patients’ treatments badly or the patients might face unfavorable burden because of not letting the medical professions know the reason. In such a situation, it is wise to make a comment after confirming that the both patients and doctors agree.

06) Cooperation with various medical professionals and knowing their roles:
Because the medical interpreters can understand the patients’ languages and communicate rather easily, the patients could develop a feeling of dependency toward the medical interpreters in many ways. When it happen, the patients might start requesting the interpreters to solve their emotional struggles, financial problems, or other difficulties in their lives though it is impossible for the medical interpreters to undertake them. Instead, it is better to cooperate with other professionals such as counselors, social workers, NGOs, etc. to help the patients. Thus by knowing what kinds of the professionals are available and where to find them or how to contact them, the medical interpreters can become the patients’ bridges to the professional though they are not the experts of the system.
07) Clarifying the role of the medical interpreters:
First, the medical interpreters should let the patients as well as the medical professionals know the job or the role of the interpreters'. The requests other than the language interpretation at medical institutions may come from not only the patients or the medical staff. It is important to be aware that the interpreters are allowed to decline any request which is beyond the medical interpreting work or the interpreters’ ability, or even it may be an easy or possible job. As extra work could become a heavy load, which could lead the medical interpreters to not only making errors in interpretation but disappointing the people who requested if the medical interpreters failed to meet the expectations of the requesters’. After all, the patients who requested a favor of the medical interpreters would suffer a loss the most.

08) Consultation with the coordinator:
When the doctors have to notify the patients they have developed cancer, AIDS, or seeing a small child with serious illness, the medical interpreters can be emotionally disturbed or they can feel down, even though because of the duty of confidentiality, such sad thoughts and mind cannot be expressed or tell anyone else, even the family members. Although the protection of personal information seems rather easy, it could influence the interpreters’ health negatively, which should be avoided before it is too late by consulting with the coordinators and the staff members of the organization where the interpreters belong or the medical interpreters could become needy themselves as they are facing the risk of becoming patients constantly. They cannot continue with their activities as medical interpreters if they become sick, instead of being help.

09) Learning the services that the foreign residents can use:
Perhaps a medical interpreter may find out and feel sad that a patient has no financial ability to pay the medical costs because of not having a health insurance. However there are a few systems which enable the foreign residents to reduce the medical costs or receive special treatment without having a status for the health insurance in Japan. Using such as the Tuberculosis Control Law and workmen’s compensation insurance are good examples yet the medical professional in charge of the patient’s might not know or understands it. If it was the case that the patient cannot get any help, then the medical interpreter can suggest that the patient go and see a MSW (medical social worker) or other professionals in the related area when asked by the patient.
10) Staying healthy:
Naturally being healthy is required for all the medical interpreters as they do the work at the medical institution sites. They have to worry about not only catching a disease themselves but also passing it to someone else in the hospitals consequently the interpreters have to stay home and refuse to attend the hospitals for the work if they had even a slight cold. In other times, the medical interpreters may contact the patients with infectious diseases therefore receiving regular health check-ups is needed, especially when coughing continued after meeting the patient of tuberculosis, they should see the doctor and tell that they attended the medical interview with the patient suffering from tuberculosis.

Those mentioned above are the members’ ten basic demanding rules that the all medical interpreters of MIC Kanagawa have to follow. Each category includes more detail and it expands much wider areas than written above though only by keeping learning, reviewing, renewing their knowledge and skills, the medical interpreters of MIC Kanagawa can continue to serve the communities and societies where the foreign residents can gain their human rights and dignity.